
HUMANISING TECHNOLOGY FOR THE MASSES HAS NEVER BEEN
MORE IMPORTANT

New device lets wearers sense the location and heartbeat of
their loved ones

London: CyborgNest released the beta test reviews of their latest new-age wearable
device SenTero, and the community are hooked. The proof of concept works!  SenTero
is a sensory enhancement device which allows people to feel their loved ones and
meaningful places through patterned vibrations on their skin. In addition, the ability to
sense north orients and connects people on a global scale. The innovative device
teaches the brain through neuroplasticity to non-invasively input these new location
data streams, and through the personalisation of the data has the potential to create a
myriad of untapped, unique-to-wearer, human enhancement possibilities.

“CyborgNest is here to humanise tech in the real and digital worlds - adding to social
media, the metaverse and gaming an emotional connectivity level that is usually not
associated with technology. New senses will create a new bridge of understanding
between all people.” - says Liviu Babitz, Co-Founder at CyborgNest

“It is not just a notification on a screen, over time with continued use will change your
perceptions so that you can experience the world in new and unimaginable ways.”

Features and benefits of SenTero include:

- Without needing to look at a screen wearers can sense the direction and
heartbeats of loved ones.

- SenTero delivers patterned vibration data streams which are a unique
form of communication through the skin.

- By focusing on enhancing humans and not machines CyborgNest has
developed a world first wearable device that is dedicated to humanizing
technology - supporting humanity’s social, emotional and physical



wellness through the predominantly uncharted territories of sensory
enhancement tech.

Pre-orders for the SenTero are available now at an early adopters’ rate of $249. For
more information on SenTero and to view their beta test reviews visit
www.cyborgnest.net/sentero

About CyborgNest
CyborgNest is a sensory enhancement technology company who in 2017 obtained
worldwide acclaim from the media and recognition from the scientific community for its
first sensory enhancement wearable, NorthSense. CyborgNest’s worldwide team is
unified in their belief in exploring technology solutions which empower humanity to
design our own future through the use of non-invasive devices.

http://www.cyborgnest.net/sentero

